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1. A northbound coal extra snakes through River
Gorge. The P&D F3 kits were built by Bob Sobol.
Each has a 2 inch speaker and Soundtraxx decoder.
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Appalachian and Ohio
Railfanning David Stewart’s O-scale layout
Columbus

Story and uncredited photos by Bob Sobol
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ince the Dispatch’s last visit to David Stewart’s O-scale
empire in 2001, the 1500 square foot layout blossomed
into a class-1 Appalachian coal hauler that is as much fun
to railfan as it is to operate. Two key operating features
came on-line and a lot of scenery was ﬁnished.
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On the south end of the layout the spectacular King Coal
ﬂood loader complex dispenses over 5 gallons of coal
without reﬁll to waiting hoppers. On the north end a
Whiting Rotaside rotary dump empties the coal for barge
loading on the Ohio River. Operators have been known
to sign-up to operate one of them for the duration of an
OP session, as did brass importer Henry Bultman of Car
& Locomotive Shop. Shortly after his visit to the A&O the
C&LS web site announced future plans for operating brass
rotaries in HO and O! Coincidence?
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So why is the A&O a railfan’s layout? The size of O-scale
certainly enhances the railfan experience by making
details in scenery and equipment more easily seen. More
details are needed, but they can be easier to produce. It
also helps that the majority of the locomotives have DCC
sound and larger-than-HO speakers.
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More important is the A&O’s “scenically pure” track
plan. Trains traverse through a scene only once, giving
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2. The Kayford F3B switches King Coal at night. David detailed the P&D F3B
with inspiration from the Haysi Railroad’s famous ex-Clinchﬁeld B unit.

This amazing loader houses two motorized conveyor
belts scratch built from brass pieces and elastic waist
band material. One conveyor pulls coal from a big hopper
behind the scenic divider to a styrene holding bin in the
loader. A tilt switch automatically starts the conveyor
when the bin runs low. A second belt under operator control dispenses coal directly into waiting hoppers.
During night operation an amazing number of light bulbs
illuminate the scene with a most spectacular effect.

3. Bob Brooks, Mr. King Coal, loads some of the ﬁrst hoppers with the
early, unﬁnished loader on January 2, 2004.

Most scenes on the A&O were designed with railfanning
speciﬁcally in mind. For example, at the start of a long
grade there is a half-round “duck-in.” As the operator
steps into it, scenery wraps around his head and isolates
him from the rest of the layout.

the operator the impression that the railroad really goes
somewhere. Various view blocks break long sections of
track into separate scenes. Most scenery stretches to the
ceiling, creating a feeling of isolation from other parts of
the layout and one of actually being in a location.
Most of all, the ﬁnished scenery makes the A&O a primo
railfan layout—huge mountain ridges holding well-composed, beautifully executed scenes. Just look at the photos!
The massive King Coal ﬂood loader dominates the Kayford
branch of the layout. Inspired by the Clinchﬁeld’s Greenbrier branch, a remote-controlled F3B serves the tipples,
just as one did on the CRR’s Haysi Railroad.

5. This “duck in” isolates the operator from other distractions and wraps
the scenery around his head, enhancing the sense of railfanning.

4. Just a portion of the sprawling King Coal complex.

6. Joel’s Beach Recreation Area.

Joel’s Beach is another premium railfanning spot. The
scene is unusual because a large hill blocks some of it
from direct views from the operator’s aisle. One must peer
down and around the hill to take in all the details.

Bright O-scale headlights “pop” rugged textures in the
cut behind the beach during night operation. Blue moon
lights cast a quiet glow, just bright enough for road operation. Strategically-placed ﬂashlights assist switch crews.

7. At 2AM, A&O GP-35 #400 stops for a dark signal at Joel’s Beach. Note the light over the instrument shed door.

A typical A&O operating session (if
there is there is such a thing) lasts
between 3 and 8+ hours, with a crew
of 8 to 14 people. Operators regularly
report “streams of consciousness”
when hours pass without notice.
Operation is low stress. No fast clock
pumps adrenaline (enough at work!)
but one may some day be added.
It has become a tradition to run one
last coal train, CX-FUN, which uses
the most motive power and hoppers
that can be rounded up. So far, the
record is 2 RS-11s and 2 RSD-12s on
the point, 3 GP-38s mid train, and 42
live coal loads (120 pounds of train.)
CTC and signalling are not yet fully
operational, so the dispatcher issues

10. Dave Zamzow unloads a train for barge loading at the Whiting Rotaside dump in Millport.

8. Jay Barnaby switches the town of Ridge. The FM locomotive was
David’s ﬁrst brass unit.

11. Rick Bacon serves as the Ricksburg yardmaster.

9. Craig Linn takes his ﬁrst turn at dispatching during last month’s open
house.

12. Vince Griesemer operates the 16th Street yard .
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13. The Ridge turn heads north out of Ricksburg and past milepost 234. The locomotive is David’s contest-winning RS-3, Soundtraxx equipped.

track warrants through line side
telephones. These cut out a lot of
the distracting “clutter” and chatter
common with radio headset operation.

The A&O operates with car cards and
waybills. Artwork for the car cards
came from Allen McClelland (of V&O
fame; his initials are on the cards.)
The waybills are David’s design and

most use 4 positions. When spotting a
car the engineer/conductor advances
it to the next position according to
the familiar pattern.
DCC power is supplied by a North
Coast Engineering system. Two 10
amp power districts provide sufﬁcient current during heavy operation. Although throttles have radio
modules and upgraded antennas,
radio operation has been abandoned
because reliable operation was never
achieved.
Although David completed the
benchwork and hand-laid all the
track by himself, he received a lot of
assistance from others during the layout’s 10 year life. Rick Bacon helped
with a lot of the scenery, wiring, and
thousands of trees. He also built
much of the Ricksburg engine terminal. Jay Barnaby helped with scenery,
and rebuilt and decorated the huge
ﬂeet of coal hoppers that produce
the backbone of A&O income. Vince
Griesemer designed and built the sig14. Railfanning from the cab of a trailing F3.

15. The Ridge Turn enters a tunnel at the south end of
MP234. That’s the Ricksburg valley in the distance.

16. The open house started with a northbound pass at Ridge. Bob’s work-in-process GP-30 #410 is the most recent addition to the A&O roster. Lighting
effects use 20 LEDs. His P&D F3A behind it uses 14 LEDs. Viva O-scale! Dave Zamzow photo.

17. Bob sets up for a shot. Scenic details in this area were added only hours before the open house. Dave Zamzow photo.

18. 262 heads north on the siding past Ricksburg tower. The tower was featured in an article and on the cover of the November 2002 O Scale Trains

naling system. Bob Brooks helped out
with many projects and planted thousands of trees. Bob Sobol wired power
distribution; built circuit boards for
yards and telephones; made A&O

decals for many projects; and brought
numerous locomotives.
This month’s layout tour may have
been the last for this A&O because

19. CEO David Stewart calls the dispatcher from the Ricksburg yard telephone.

David’s home is for sale. A bigger
and better A&O is already being
planned. Visit the A&O web site at
www.aorailroad.com or contact David
at jdkstewart@copper.net. s

The A&O Diesel Fleet
By Jay Barnaby
The Appalachian & Ohio is an Appalachian coal hauler that exists only
in the real world of David Stewart’s
basement. A freelance railroad, such
as the A&O, has both advantages and
disadvantages when compared to
modeling a speciﬁc prototype. One
thing a railroad must have is a locomotive ﬂeet. If you model a prototype
you simply look at a roster to see what
you need to have on your layout. With
a freelance railroad this roster must
be created. In creating a ﬁctitious
loco ﬂeet there are always factors that
must be kept in mind. Here are some
of the ones I had when creating the
A&O roster.
The ﬁrst, and probably biggest, is that
this is not my railroad. The owner
felt that my knowledge of diesels and
diesel history were greater than his
own and asked me to create the numbering scheme for his railroad. There
were a few things that he wanted
and didn’t want so these things had
to be kept in mind at all times. One
of these was that he wanted a progressive numbering scheme. Also, a
few locomotives were already completed and must ﬁt into the scheme
of things. As the A&O is not a giant
railroad and two of the already ﬁnished models were an ALCO RS3 #137
and an ALCO C430 #489 with space
for 352 in between, and the fact that
the RS3 was probably not the ﬁrst
growler, some creativity was going to
be needed. Another factor is that the
A&O is in O-Scale and there are not
that many choices in 2-Rail O even
with brass thrown in. I felt that to
create the present I had to know the
past, so I created not only the August
1969 roster for the A&O, I created the
entire diesel locomotive history of the
A&O.

One of the givens, the CEO’s Soundtraxx-equipped Overland brass Alco C-430 is the strongest
locomotive of the A&O ﬂeet and serves well as inspiration for many detailing projects.

The ﬁrst thing I did was to get a piece
of paper and a thinking stick, otherwise known as a pencil, and list what
was available in plastic and what was
already owned by the members of the
A&O workgroup. These included the
Weaver RS3, FA-2/FB-2, GP38-2 and
U25B; the F2-F9 from P&D; The Red
Caboose GP9; and from Atlas O the
SW8/SW9 and SD35. There are others
out there but do not ﬁt the era or have
arrived since. The Weaver GP38-2 is
actually closer to the GP38 and so
ﬁts just ﬁne. Some brass units were
already owned and models included
the ALCO C430, RSD12, RSD4/5 and
EMD’s GP35. Next was to make a
column of numbers by tens from 1-10
to 480-489 and ﬁll what we already
had - a doodlebug #12, RS3 #137,
F7 #241, GP35 #407 and C430 #489.
Looking at what I had there already
seemed to be somewhat of a system—
100-199 for early hood units, 200-299
for cab units, 400-499 for second-generation high horsepower four axle
units. By making 1-99 for switchers
and oddballs and 300-399 for six axle
units the major classes were ﬁlled.
Now to ﬁll in the blanks and come up
with a reason for each. Here we go...

W

New Units
The roads ﬁrst internal combustion
powered equipment was a dozen
doodlebugs from Fairbanks-Morse
numbered 1-12 between 1935 and
1938 for branchline passenger service. With the Depression in full force
ridership was way down and these
made good economic sense. The only
one left happens to be the newest,
#12. In 1940 management decided
to see what the fuss was about and
bought 5 EMC NW2s numbered 50-54.
Between 1941 and 1943, 20 ALCO S2s
were bought to free up 2-8-0 steamers used in yard service for road use.
These switchers represent the only
case of going backwards in the numbering system as they were given #2039. Upon arrival they were assigned
#100-119, but with the arrival of the
RS1s in 1944 they were renumbered
after a comprehensive numbering
system was devised.
At the time I developed the A&O’s
roster, the oldest road diesel commonly available was the P&D F3.
While it did seem odd that the A&O’s
ﬁrst road diesels, EMD F3s, would be
numbered in the 200 series, this did
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not last long. I came to the realization
that to create a plausible roster for the
A&O I would need to include some
models that are not available for use
on the O Scale A&O. After all, if you
watch a real railroad for several days
you probably won’t see an example
of every model the railroad owns and
some of these would be off the roster
by 1969.
So that is why the Appalachian &
Ohio’s ﬁrst road diesel came in the
form of 5 ALCO RS1s numbered 100104 in January 1944, both as an experiment and to help with wartime trafﬁc
levels. The RS1 was chosen because
management was unsure that this
new technology could handle the
duties of the mainline and if they
failed their road switcher design
would allow them to be utilized in
yard service where the mechanically
similar S2s had already proven themselves. With the diesels seemingly
able to handle whatever was thrown
at them, the experiment was continued with the purchase of two fourunit sets of FTs in December 1944.
Because these were a different type
of locomotive they were given a new
number series, 200-207. The A&O was
a bit ahead of its’ time in that F units
were not initially numbered as sets,
but rather as individuals.
The next purchase was for 12 RS2s
in 1946. These joined the RS1s in
service between Millport, West Virginia and Cincinnati and Columbus,
Ohio. Because these were similar to
the RS1s they would go in the 100
series, but, they were a different
model so they were bumped up to
the next power of ten, becoming A&O
#110-121. With the good performance
of these ﬁrst road diesels, the decision was made to dieselize fully and
in 1947 two dozen steam generator
equipped EMD F3s arrived on the
property being numbered 210-233.
Their arrival sent the road’s aging ﬂeet
of dual-service 4-8-2s to secondary
service and many 2-8-0s and 2-8-2s

David’s award-winning Soundtraxx-equipped RS-3 heads north with the Ridge Turn past MP234.

to the scrapper. In 1950 10 ALCO
RS3s, numbered 130-139, arrived to
complete the dieselization of lines in
Ohio. This is the route I took to justify
the previously painted Weaver RS3
#137 and have a somewhat consecutive numbering scheme. 5 EMD SW8s
came for use in smaller yards.

300s. The end of steam came in 1956
with the arrival of 5 more GP9s and 8
ALCO RS11s.

1955 saw the arrival of 15 GP9s from
EMD, #150-164 and 7 RSD5s, #300306 from ALCO, the Geeps for the
mainline and the RSDs for the heaviest branchline grades located in West
Virginia. The RSDs represented a new
conﬁguration, the six-axle diesel, and
warranted a new number series, the

In 1959 a new manufacturer, GE,
entered the market. By 1962 word
had spread that the newcomer’s U25B
model was quite the thing and GE
had overtaken ALCO as the number
two builder behind EMD. The A&O
decided to try the latest thing in
locomotive technology and placed

Unit Replacement
1961 saw the ﬁrst road diesels retired.
Three of the RS1s and ﬁve RS2s were
traded in on 16 RSD12s. Also traded
in were half of the road’s S2s. RS1s 100
A four-unit set of F7s was added
and 101 had recently been overhauled
in 1951. Also arriving in 1951 were
and so remained on the roster in local
12 ALCO FA-2/FB-2s. These ALCOs,
and yard service out of Millport. The
being a similar type to the Fs were
RSD12s went to work in the coalﬁelds
placed in the 200 series but, being
making sure that any non-dynamic
from a different builder, were moved
brake equipped units stayed in Ohio
to the upper half of the 200 series, 250- or on locals. The RSD12 had to be
261. These dynamic brake equipped
included at any cost because it is
cab units were intended for freight
the favorite locomotive of the A&O’s
service only and were assigned to the
president and CEO.
heavy grades of the Coal Ridge Subdivision south of Millport where they
A Weaver General Electric U25B had
sent the 2-8-8-0s to helper service
been purchased and needed to be
and the 2-6-6-2s to the scrapper and
included but the CEO/President disthen remained there throughout their likes GEs so I ended up with the folcareers. In 1952 10 EMD SW9s sent
lowing story line, which also helped
the last of the road’s steam switchers
explain why the previously painted
to the scrap heap.
ALCO C430 was numbered 489.
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bered 350-359, and joined the RSD12s
in the coalﬁelds in 1965.
Oddly enough, after canceling the
GP30 order, the A&O ended up buying
it’s ﬁrst used locomotive 1964 in the
form of an EMD GP30 demonstrator.
Since the GP35s had just arrived on
the property this lone GP30 was numbered after the them as number 410.

Bob Sobol’s GP-35 (with trade-in Alco trucks) heads south along River Gorge just after sunrise.
Simple photo lighting like this breaks many “rules” to produce prototypical photos.

a simultaneous order for ﬁve of the
U25Bs and ﬁve of EMD’s new GP30.
ALCO, was left out due to reliability
issues with the 244 powerplant. These
new locomotives would be highhorsepower turbo-charged units and
would get a new number series, the
400s, with the EMDs receiving #400404 and the GEs #450-454. But, soon
after the orders were placed it was
decided that the A&O didn’t need ten
new locomotives and the GP30 order
was canceled to allow the testing
of this new builder. In 1963 the ﬁve
U25Bs arrived and were put to the
test. They performed well but management decided that adding a third
builder’s parts inventory was a bad
idea and the decision was made to
sell them. Shop managers rejoiced.
Enter the Antioc & Dover, a shortline
created by A&O workgroup member
Rick Bacon. After some negotiations
the A&D became a wholly owned subsidiary of the A&O. The prototype St.
Louis Southwestern, a/k/a the Cotton
Beltof Southern Paciﬁc fame did the
same. Parent railroad A&O transferred the undesired GEs to the previously GE-free A&D. The U25’s paint
scheme matches the parent A&O but
with Antioc & Dover lettering just like
the SP/SSW and also the Southern/
Central of Georgia. When the A&O
traded it’s four successful but unloved

U-boats to the A&D, it received in
exchange the smaller road’s entire
ﬂeet of ALCO locomotives, 5 RS32s.
The trade in HP was an even swap.
The ‘new’ A&O RS32s were given road
numbers 455-459 in the same series
of the departed U25Bs, but after the
GEs, much like the Clinchﬁeld/Seaboard U36C for SD45 trade. This trade
left the A&O an ALCO and EMD railroad and the A&D an EMD, GE road.
A trafﬁc upturn in 1964 and the
increasing age of the road’s early
diesel ﬂeet necessitated the purchase
of 15 new locomotives. RS2s 114-118
and ﬁve FTs went to EMD in trade
for 10 GP35s. Because the 400 series
GP30s were never delivered, the 400
series was reassigned to the GP35s.
The AAR type B trucks from the RS2s
returned under GP35s 400-404 and
the 405-409 received trucks from
the FTs. This is to accommodate
two Overland Brass GP35s with AAR
trucks and a Hallmark GP35 with
EMD trucks painted #407. At the
same time ﬁve ALCO C424s from
the newly introduced Century line
arrived numbered from 460-464 after
the 450 series had been used for the
U25Bs, with six of the S2s and four
of the FA-2/FB-2s serving as trade-in
credit. The remainder of the FTs and
seven F3s came back as SD35s, num-

T

1966 saw the arrival of 10 EMD
SW1500. These were assigned to Cincinnati and Columbus sending the
SW9s to Millport and the southern
end of the system and also freeing any
remaining RS units for local service.
Trade-ins were the NW2s. The same
year brought ﬁve more ALCOs, by
now the C424 had been upgraded to
the C425, numbered 470-474.In early
1968 four FA-2/FB-2s were traded in
on 10 ALCO C430s numbered 480-489
and the last of the previously painted
models falls into place. 1968 also saw
the arrival of 5 of ALCO’s six-axle version of their 3000 Century Series, the
C630.
Ten F3s went home to EMD to return
as GP40s in late 1968, only now a new
numbering scheme based on horsepower was in place. So the new units
were numbered 3000-3009, reﬂecting
their 3000 HP turbo-charged 16-645E
power plants and placed in service
on the A&O’s hottest trains. A few
months later in 1969 20 EMD GP38s
arrived wearing numbers 2000-2019,
also reﬂecting their horsepower
rating. These newest arrivals are
intended for secondary and branchline service and will surely mean the
end the ALCO RS units and cab units
from both builders on the A&O currently assigned to these duties, so get
your photos now.
This is how I developed the September 1969 roster for the Appalachian
& Ohio Railroad. Not all locos on the
roster are on the layout. There are no
S2s, SD35s, SW1500s or C424/425s.
Some of these may show up in the
future, but who knows? s
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(970) 663-2647
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OCTOBER GENERAL MEETING
Thursday, November 18th, 7 PM
Pulliam Building
545 N. Cleveland, Loveland

(970) 223-6468
(303) 651-6758
(970) 669-9549
(970) 330-5005

Program
Gene and Darwin’s Bogus Adventure
(Railfanning around Altoona PA)
Contest
Revenue equipment

Mark Linn
Darrel Ellis
Rich Wilson
John Atkinson
Rich Wilson
Bob Sobol
Rich Wilson
Dave Zamzow
Craig Linn
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(970) 484-9915
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(970) 484-9915
(970) 223-0253
samart14@comcast.net

NCMRC Web Page: http://www.ncmrc.org
Member’s password: Email Craig, samart14@comcast.net

Layout tour
There is no tour this month.
Board meeting
Thursday, Dec. 2nd, 7 PM at David Stewart’s
5005 Pawnee Drive, Greeley 330-5005

DISPATCH PUBLICATION DEADLINE
December 7th 2004
Email articles to ncmrdispatcher@frii.com

One of the pleasures of O-scale is the relative ease of adding extra details. Here are cab interior shots of A&O F3 #221. Lighting effects including
reading lights in the cab roof, lighted instruments and ground lights under the cab.

Date
Nov
Dec
Jan

18
16
27

City
Loveland
Ft. Collins
Greeley

Contest
Consist
Awards
Display track

Program
Gene & Darwin’s Bogus Adventure
Christmas program
Operations 201

Date
Nov 20
Dec 18
Jan 29

Layout Tour
—
—
Jack Rice

